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(Use of Statistical Table and Calorlator are permitted)

SECTION - A

Answer all questions. Each canies 1 marks.

1. Tr and T2 are tlvo unbiased estimators of a pararneter 0 When we say T1 is more
efficient than T2?

2. Define likelihood function.

3. What do you mean by a biased estimate?

4. What is a p-value?

5. Define confidence interval.

6. Equality of two population variances can be tested by

7. Degrees of freedom for Chi square statistic in @* oI 2 x 2 contingency table is
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8. Give the formu,a of Chi square while using 2 x 2 contingency table.

9. What are the principles of design of experiment?

10. What are the different types of ANOVA models?

(10x1='l0Marks)

SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions. Each question canies 2 marks.

1 1. State Fisher Neyman factorization theorem.

12. Lel X1, X2, ...Xn be a random sample of size n from a Poisson distribution with
mean 0. Find momenl estimator for 0.

13. Find the maximum likelihood estimalor for the parameter 0 in the frequency
function f(x; 0) - 0 e-o', x >0, e > O.

14. Explain the method of constructing confidence interval for the variance of a
normal population.

15. Two samples from two normal populations having equal variances of size 10 and
12 have means 12 and 10 and variances 2 and 5 respectively. Find 95%
conlidence limits for the difference between two population means.

16. De{ine simple and composite hypolheses.

17. State Neyman Pearson lemma.

18. A sample of 10 observations gives a mean equal to 38 and standard deviation 4.
Can we conclude that the population mean is 40.

19. What are the uses of , test?

20. lt is expected that 50% people of a city are cinema goers. A survey of
1600 people revealed that 35% people go to cinema. Find the value of the
Z statistic.

21. Distinguish between one tailed and two tailed tests with example.

22. What are the assumptions of a one-way ANOVA?

(8 x 2 = 16 Marks)
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. SECTION - C

Answer any six questions. Each question canies 4 marks.

23. What are the properties of maximum likelihood estimators?

24. Examine whether the sample variance is an unbiased estimate of the population
variance for a normal population N(/,1. o).

25. A sample poll of '100 voters in a given district indicated that 55% of them were in
favor of a particular candidate. Find 95% and 99% confidence limits for the
proportion.

26. Derive the confidence limits for the ratio of variances of two normal populations.

27. lf X>1 is the critical region for testing He:0=2 against H1: d=1on the basis of

single observation from f(x; 0)=0e e', x>0, obtain the probabilities of type'l
and type 2 errors.

28. Suppose that 64 senior girls from ColLege A and 8'l senior girls from College B
had mean statures of 68.2" and 67.3" iespectively. lf the standard deviation for
statures of all senior girls is 2.43" is the difference betlveen the two groups
significant?

29. ln a survey of 70 business firms, it was found that 45 are planning to expand their
capacities next year. Does the sample information contradict the hypothesis that
70% firms are planning to expand next year.

30. Distinguish between large sample and small sample test?.

31. What is analysis of variance and where is it used? Give two suitable example.

(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question canies 15 marks.

32. Let X1, X2, ... Xn be a random sample from N(g, o)population. Find sufficient

statistic for

(a) pwhen o-2 is known

(b) o2 when p is known

(c) p and o2when both are unknown.
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33. (a) Explain the test procedure for testing the equality of means for small.
samples.

(b) The following are samples from two independent normal populations. Test
the hypothesis that they have the same mean assuming that the variances
are equal by assuming the level of significance as 5%.

Sample 1 : 14 18 12 9 16 24 20 21 19 17

Sample 2 : 20 24 18 16 26 25 18

34. (a) Explain the Chi square test of goodness offit.

(b) Four coins are tossed 80 times. The djstribution of number of heads is given
belowr

,No.ofheads: 0 1 2 3 4 Total

Frequency: 4 20 32 18 6 80

Apply Chi square tesl and test at 1yo level ot significance if the coin is
unbiased.

35. A plastic manufacturer tests the tensile strength of different types of polythene
material. A sample of three measurements is taken for each material type and
data in pounds per square inch are as follows:

Type 1 : 200 215 218

fype2: 260 255 277

Type 3 245 248 272

Determine if the mean tensile strength of the three different types of material
differ signiflcantly.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Define Bohr radius.

2. Define Bohr magnetron.

3. Write time independent dependent Schrodinger equation.

4. Define Half life of a radioactive element.

5. What is nuclear binding energy?

6. Draw the V-l Characteristic of a PN junction diodes.

7. Define voltage gain.

8. Draw the block diagram of a NAND gate.

P.T.O.



9. What are hexadecimal numbers?

10. 1's compliment form of 0'1'1001 is

(10x1='l0Marks)

SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions not exceeding a paragraph. Each question carries
2 marks.

1 1. State the bostulates of Bohr atom Model.

12. What are the inadequacies of Classical Physics?

13. What is Pauli's exclusion principle? On the basis of this principle explain the
configuration of electron in atoms.

14. Explain the salient Jeatures of nuclear force.

15. Write a note on secular and transient equilibrium.

16. Draw the output characte{istic of a common emitter configuration and explain all
the regions.

17. Why the current amplification factor ois less than unity?

18. Draw the circuit diagram and explain voltage divider arrangement in transistor.

19. Convert 99.2516 in to binary number system.

20. State DE Morgan's theorem and with examples.

21. What is an AND gate? Give its symbol and truth table.

22. wtile a short note on octal numbers with examples.

(8x2=16Marks)
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SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question c€nies 4 marks.

23. 2gm of a radioactive substance of atomic weight 230 disintegrates at a rate of
3.7x1010 disintegration per second. Calculate the decay constant, half life and
mean life.

24. Calculale the radius and energy of the electron in the ns orbit in hydrogen from' the following data. E = 1.6 x 10-1s coulomb, m = 9.1 " '10-31Kg,

h =6.61 x 10-a Js, ee = 8.85'l x '10 31F/M and c = 3 x 108m/s.

25. A particle moving in a one-dimensional box (of infinite height) of width 10 A'.
Calculate the probability of finding the particle with an interval of 1 A" at the
centre of the box, when it is in its state of least energy.

26. The radius of 165Ho is 7.731 fm. Deduce the radius ot4He.

27. Given the following isotope masses: 'Li. = 7.9,U*Or, tLi. = 6.91u1ru, ,nO
1no 

= 1 .008665u. Calculate the binding energy of a neutron in the 7Li3 nucleus.
ExpreSs the results in u, MeV and joules.'

28. A centre{ap full wave rectifier makes use of a 124-12V transformer. The
forward resistance of each diode = 10o. Load resistance = 20000.

Find

(a) the d.c. load current and

(b) the efficiency of the rectifier.

29. Draw the AC load line for the circuit given below. V". = 15V, Rr = 30KO,
Rz = 10Ko, R. = 3 Ko, Re = 2Ko and RL = 2 KO. Draw the AC load line for the
circuit given below. (neglect Vae).
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30 Convert

(a) hexadecimal number in to decimal

(i) 4C516

(iil B42n

(b) Octal number in to decimal

(i) 1078

(ii) 428

31. Simplify the Boolean expression : (A + B) C + ABC.

(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each queslion carries 15 marks.

32. Describe the vector model of the atom and explain the different quantum
numbers associated with it.

33. Derive time dependent Schrodinger equation. Write the equation in three
dimensional form

34. What is half wave rectifier? Explain the working with necessary theory. Also
derive the expression for ripple factor and rectification efficiency.

35. With the help of a neat diagram explain the working of a single stage transistor
amplifier. Obtain the expression for the current gain, voltage gain and power
gain.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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l. Answer all questions in a word or sentence.

1. Who is Krishnankutty by profession?

2. Write the antonym of the word unite.

3. How are the whites described in the poem'We are going"?

4. How is the old woman in the poem 'Agony' described?

5. ln the poem 'The Man who was a Hospital' poet did not have
disease.

6. What did the colonlsts hold back from the land on "The Gift Outright"?

7. Who gifted Uma the exercise book?

8. Who is Lomov in Chekov's play?

9. What is the speaker's confesslon in the poem'Telephone Conversation'?

10. How does the poet Ayyapa Panikar exemplify the theme of his poem?

(10x1='t0Marks)
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ll. Answer any eight from the following not exceeding 50 words.

11. How is the question of caste brought into the poem 'ldentity card' without
mentloning much about it?

'12. What has the colonizers done to the land of the nalives?

13. What were the reasons for Lomov getting married?

14. Which are the diseases the poet felt he suffered from?

15. What is the theme ofthe Exercise Book by Rabindranath Tagore?

16. Why does the speaker get rnitated in the poem 'Telephone Conversation'?

17. How is the golden Cassia described in Panikar's poem?

18. Comment on the title madness.

19. What was Malcolm X's Nightmare?

20. What is the significance to the words "l watch her kneel in all my lifetime" in the
poem 'House of a Thousand Doors'?

21. Why did lhe Residents Association not help John Kurian?

22. Comment on the impact of nuclear war on the environment.

(8x2=16Marks)

lll. Answer any six from lhe following not exceedlng '100 words.

23. Describe the character of Lomov.

24. Consider Telephone Conversation by Wole Soyinka as a fine example of
dramatic monologue.

25. Comment on the significance of the exercise book for Uma.

26. How is Krishnan kutty a vlctim of caste-class alienation?
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27. How does Arundhathi Roy criticize lndia's nuclear policies?

28. How does Panikar describe the transition of the golden Cassia?

29. Who is Kochuraman in the short story "The Power of Faith"?

30. How does the poet bring out the aspect of colonizatlon in the poem 'The Gift
Outright'?

31. Analyse the title of the essay 'Nightmare'.

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. Answer any two in about 300 words.

32. Arundhati Roy's aryument against lndia's nuclear policy.

33. Discuss the plight of the nalives in the poern 'We are going'.

34. Bring out the humour and irony in Chekov's play 'A Maniage Proposal'.

35. Analyse the characters in Ayyapan's short story'Madness'.
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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(10x1='l0Marks)
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ll. ffi 3Tra ldi+ dg Efrr 6fu 50 rrql + ftfuql

1 1 . 6B si. q. :{t+arc 6r ckdc i r

12. +cs'*ft-m * slw qr r+rsr srd r

13. (.(rq -i' Er€iq ?fi +i qkqq Alicr
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(8 x 2 = 16 Marks)

III. frr o: e"l + sd( q,0-{ I2o{rddftfuq|
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(6x4=24Marks)

lV. ffi i yS $ rm qffq zso rd d ftfuqr

32. \.6r-ff + ildi + 3,'pp q1 'qs fir+z' qdiff fi g{e 6ftqr
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(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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PART - A

Answer all questions :

1. Verify whether 100 = -1(mod3).

2. Find the least residue of 10009 modulo 1 1 .

3. Find the least positive integer x such that x = 0 (rnod 20).

4. Show that a palindrome with an even number of d(Its is divisible by 1 1.

5. State the Chinese remainder theorem.

11
6. Check whether I xy2ax = ! ry'Ay .

00

7. Define an inverse-square field.

8. State Green's theorem.

P_T.O_



232
e. Estimate I Jlxy2 zdzdydx.

011

10. Determine whether the vector fleld F (x,y) (y + x)i + (y - x)l is conservative
on some open set.

(10x1=10Marks)
PART - B

Answer any eight questions.

11. Show that a = b(mod m) if and only if a and b leave the same remainder when
divided by m.

12. Find the remainder when 3247 is divided by 17.

13. Solve the linear congruence 12x = 6(mod7l.

14. Using the Pollard p - 1 method, find a nonkivial factor of 2813.

15. Find the positive integers nforwhich f k! isasqu"r..
k=1

12
16. Evatuate : I lU + r)drdx.

o-2

'17. Compute Jjsinada, where R is the region in the first quadrant that is outside
R

the circle r =2and inside the cardioid r =2(1+cosql.

18. Find the divergence and curl of F(x, y, z)= x2yi + 2y3zj +32k.

'19. Estimate llxV*z'1as from (1,0, O) to (-1,0, z ) along the helix C given bythe
c

parametric equations x: cost, y = sint,z = t where 01t < r.

R - 2322



20. Find the work performed by the force field F (x, f,z) = x2i + 4xy3.1 + y2xk, on a
particle that traverses the rectangle C in the plane z = y.

21. Find the outward flux of the vector fleld F(x, y, z) = zk across the sphere

x2+y2+22=1.

22. Find the Jacobian ofthe transformation u = x+y andv: x-y.
(8x2=16Marks)

PART - C

Answer any six questions.

23. Show that the linear congruence ax = b (mod m) is solvable if and only if d I b,
where d = (a,m).ll d I b, then prove that it has d incongruent solutions.

24. Find the last digit in the decimal value of 20172o18'zo1s .

25. Solve the linear system v = 1(mod3),x =2(mod4), and x = 3(mod5).

26. State and prove the Wilson's theorem.

27. Evaluale !!xyaA, over the region R enclosed between y =i, y = Ji, x=z
,"2

and x = 4.

28. Compute Jx2ydx+xdy where C is the closed triangular path OABO having
c

vertices O(0, 0), A(1, 0) and B('t,21.

29. Show that F (x, y\ = 2xy3 i + (1+ 3x2y21 i is a conservative vector field on the

entire xy-plane. Also find /.

30. Find the work done by the force tield F (x,y) = 1e' - y37i+ (cosy + x317 on a

particle that travels once around lhe unit circle x2 +yz = 1, in the counter
clockwise direction.

31. Using Stoke's theorem prove that lyzdx+zxdf+xydz=O where C is the
c

curvex2+y2=1,2=y2.
(6x4=24Marks)
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PART _ D

Answer any two questions.

32. (a) Let p be a prime and a any integer such that p does not divide a. Then show
that the least residues of the integers a, 2a,3a,..,(p 1) a modulo p are a
permutation ofthe integers 1,2,3,....,(p 1).

(b) State and prove the Fermat's little theorem and hence estimate the

remainder when 241e47 is divided by 17 .

33. (a) Calculate lt xzds where o isthe partoflhe plane x+ | +z =l that lies in

the first octant.

(b) Suppose that a curved lamina o with constant density d (x, y, z) : do is the

portion of the paraboloid z = x2 + y2 below the plane z = 1. Find the mass
of the lamina.

34. (a) Evaluate ll! y Oa where R is the region enclosed by x y -0,';x+y
x-y=1,x+y=1andx+y=3.

(b) Use a triple integral to find the volume of the solid within the cylinder

x2 + y2 = 9 and between the planes 2 = l and x + z = 5.

35. Verify Gauss divergence theorem over the cube bounded by the planes x = 0,
x = 1, f = 0, y : 1, z = 0 and z = 1 forthevectorfield

F(x, y, z) = (x2 - yz)i+(y2 - zx\ j+(22 - xy)k

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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l. ao3 orcacSlcac cuca;orolcac go,ooo og';sjo3ei

I . -rro3dolcucrdlmcor dloia$d o6o11mcem'eloaEldc6 tornuaollor)gco, ooi ?

2.'padroocflDleooooo', rB@)s6oLo(a]Jos aardrDcc]]col

3. ojloccoo Gcaoa<o3ggeflo(A oJeraLo nD.ll6,o1+ildldo3.mrrto6o,lloscrllmi?

4. a3erocdmmlcotros raon;eroro rosggddoLo ()61(D?

5. ffDoc$ro mcsaeonglloa reococlca;ooac6rrE"GlaaoroocdoJrm(oio€)ao"?

6. o]ocruorecdro(o)los ocgJo o€l6i ?

7. 'p.m" cnoaorullrm" ollcor3o n-t3acor3o mcgc5mo oloJrrnJ5lrEc&3' pojlos moao o€)am'

pcgudao3nroi o5lcloiermcocfin?

8. paDorm o)orfira o6;rm lcnmoroolorfl odrnoccl'.
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GOoo5m" p((Llacoo (otcaco,flaf ao3cmro?

l(lo@o)o cJlq?.re(dldol6.

'ooil ooJl I p"c .arggcdlrn3gg a3ell al1$ cOooc l' p.c Gftp-sroc(Dorc(ruonrmJo _cjla
oz6rD6rBS6rc: orccruol€ano p6rEoo -cjlffoJldocm3pg fiuo.o-cJ(oJo oooo?

fi)cs&o e6Jd"Ca &er!oco6rD.fo- c5ntc(l)Jolorcoo,io3cm rncsaatr)orocem" recmtrfl.
'ffufhl orcmcucrdroo' pGi."uJdrDocaoJrmo@6dBoo ?

etocolc((D(rroJol5mo (r)s(Iroaa (r.rBcc!orl.

ooroqc{lcorcot oJl6TBJ(m 09, o6l6i oc(,oco'n" cro(Ijl6)(nco} oa,csle,o8go{6 ? (sosoero
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33.

34.

35.

oBfinJoA orcd6jlot 65ojl(a)co(o (!6rEe c olcBJolor.r;p{orooo oogicoJa
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